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If a WirelessUSB™ or any direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) system is to be used with unique pseudo-noise
(PN) codes, an assessment should be done of the code‟s auto-correlation properties. This Application Note explains
about assessing the quality of a given PN code relative to another, because it is important in choosing a code
appropriate for an application.

1

Introduction
An algorithm was developed to rank PN codes by assigning a score based on the length of the groups of overlapping
sections of the code. The algorithm is too inefficient to use to find the optimal PN codes. However, optimal PN codes
are not necessary, but good PN codes are. Range testing results prove the ranked PN codes out performed each
other by the average number of retries needed for successful communication. Therefore, the ranking of the codes
should suffice in order to determine that any PN codes chosen are acceptable for use. The codes provided by
Cypress were determined not to be the optimal found by the algorithm. This is because the criteria that the algorithm
assesses do not include cross correlation properties. This rationale postulates that the list provided by Cypress is a
good starting point to generate original PN codes, if needed.
Some PN codes are better than others for certain applications, although in general, any code used must have low
numbers of lengthy repeated patterns when compared to itself shifted left or right by any amount. This shifting
property is known as the auto-correlation factor. Any new codes generated for use should be assessed for this factor.
To make this assessment, a utility has been provided that outputs a score for a list of PN codes.
To understand the reasoning behind the algorithm pseudo code, the reader should take the opportunity to read the
associated application notes prior to proceeding.

2

Pseudo-Noise Codes

2.1

The Algorithm
Any WirelessUSB™ application can use the gold codes provided by Cypress, modify the codes provided with this
note, or completely generate new codes. In any case, ranking the created or modified PN codes for the
auto-correlation factor is the first step. An algorithm was written to do this. It is downloadable with this Application
Note. Basically, the input is a list of PN codes, and the algorithm assigns a score for the auto-correlation factor.

2.2

Pseudo Code Ranking Algorithm for accessing Pseudo Codes
To avoid confusion, it should be mentioned that Code 1 is pseudo code of an algorithm to assess pseudo codes. That
is, two entirely different definitions of “pseudo code.”
An engineer needs a mathematical way to analyze the strength of a given code with respect to this issue. Code 1
shows the pseudo code for the algorithm provided by the utility.
Code 1. Algorithm Pseudo Code
NumberOfOnes, Score = 0;
PNCodeResult = 0;
PNCode = Generate or Input a PN Code;
PNCodeCopy = PNCode;
For (every bit in PN Code)
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// 64 for an 8 byte PN Code
{
// Roll the copy left by one chip
PNCodeCopy = PNCodeCopy x 2;
// Check for overlap
PNCodeResult =
~(PNCodeCopy XOR PNCode);
For (Every group of “One”s)
{
// Large groups of ones are worse
// than inevitable small groups
// of ones so count the length of
// the “ones” grouping.
NumberOfOnes =
“One”s grouping length;
// then add it to the cumulative
// score by ranking it harder if
// it is larger
Score = Score + (NumberOfOnes * NumberOfOnes)/2;
}
}
return Score;
Each algorithm iteration rolls a PN code left by one bit, and then complements the result of the exclusive OR of the
rolled and the original. An example of a 20-chip PN code iteration is shown in Figure 1. Groups of ones are counted.
The number of groups and their length are measured. Larger groupings of ones add more to a cumulative score.
Figure 1 shows the end of one iteration and the start of another, up to the point where the PN code copy is rolled
again. Analyzing a 20-chip PN code, it would take 20 such iterations. The algorithm runs once per PN code.
However, for every bit in the length of the PN code, the algorithm loops once to roll, XOR and complement a result.
Inside that loop another loop runs for the length of the PN code in order to count the number of groups of ones and
their length. That means if „n‟ represents the length of the PN code in chips, one iteration of the algorithm approaches
2
O(n ).
Figure 1. One Iteration of a 20-Chip PN Code

2.3

Timing of the Algorithm
Due to the complement effect of transmitting a true or false bit, the unique scores are essentially halved. Therefore, of
64
the 2 possible PN codes, only half are going to have unique scores. Therefore, the complements do not have to be
63
scanned, leaving only 2 codes to rank. However, time is a limiting problem. The algorithm compiled in Visual C++
running on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4 running Windows 2000 with 512 MB of RAM took 12 hours to scan
31
63
approximately 2 PN codes that were each 8 bytes long. To scan 2 numbers at this rate, it would take over 5.8
million years. Furthermore, the results would need to be sorted for use. So, the algorithm was used along with human
intervention to find and test only needed and interesting PN codes.
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2.4

Algorithm Output
The algorithm generates scores for every PN code. Table 1 shows a list of interesting and expected results. These
results underscore the issue of unnecessary analysis of complement PN codes. These are scores for the autocorrelation factor, so higher scores are worse.
Table 1. Complement PN Code Score Comparison
PN Code

Score

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FC

79580

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FD

83423

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE

83423

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

131072

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

131072

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01

83423

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02

83423

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 03

79580

By inspection, 0x00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 is the worse case, and it should therefore be the highest scoring PN code,
as Table 1 clearly shows. Table 2 shows a PN code, identical to a similar code except shifted left by one chip. As
expected, they have the same correlation properties, thus, the scores are the same.
Table 2. Complement PN Code Score Comparison
PN Code

Score

AA AA AA AA AA AA AA AA

65536

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

65536

WirelessUSB is distributed by Cypress and comes with 57 gold PN codes plus one pre-defined code in the
transceiver, for a total of 58. Table 3 starts with a single PN code taken from the list provided by Cypress
Semiconductor. The least significant byte was incremented with every entry in the table and a new matching score
was found. The bolded entries are scores that were found to be lower than the one provided by Cypress.
Table 3. Scores Found by Starting with Cypress PN Code
PN Code
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Score

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 86

5154

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 87

5117

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 88

5205

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 89

5214

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8A

5358

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8B

5281

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8C

5144

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8D

5167

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8E

5153

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 8F

5130

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 90

5147

D7 A1 54 B1 5E 89 AE 91

5142
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Before the availability of the ranking algorithm, a subset of the WirelessUSB gold codes was chosen at random to be
used for a confidential application. This subset was altered minutely by switching the most significant nibble and the
least significant nibble in a particular byte. Table 4 shows the comparison of the five original and five altered PN
codes. As can be quickly observed, randomly changing one byte produced randomly higher and lower ranking PN
codes.
Table 4. Scores of Original and Minimally Modified PN Codes
Gold Code Scores

3

Modified Confidential
PN Code Scores

4916

4954

4806

4940

5678

5560

5250

5348

5418

5330

Range Testing
When the algorithm assigns a score to a given PN code, it can be assessed by inspection as to why certain codes
are scoring higher than others. However, it is necessary to prove that the rankings actually do correlate to better
performance. To do so, the codes listed in Table 5 were installed in the WirelessUSB Development Kit with the
debugging features enabled.
Table 5. PN Codes Selected for Range Testing
PN Code

Score

Notes

A

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

131072

B

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 07

75863

Worst Possible Case

C

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

65536

D

01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01

22208

E

01 01 01 01 80 80 80 80

13502

F

E1 D6 3F FF FF BD 40 93

8276

G

80 69 26 80 08 F8 49 E7

5898

Higher WirelessUSB

H

82 C7 90 36 21 9E FF 17

5022

Random WirelessUSB

I

## ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

4920

Confidential PN Code

J

93 40 BD 5F 26 31 D6 E1

4806

Lower WirelessUSB

With serial output logged on both a transmitter and receiver, ten packets were attempted to be sent at various
distances. In Table 5, PN codes A through D did not even bind; as a result the test for them could not be completed.
PN Code E did bind however; it needed 18 attempts to do so. This was expected and proves that a PN code scoring
above 10 000 should not be used.
For the remaining codes from Table 5, F through J, the number of retries needed for ten packets to be transmitted
correctly were counted at equal distances then averaged and summarized in Figure 2.
The number of retries seen in Figure 2 demonstrates that there is a correlation between the algorithm's score of a PN
code and the quality of the code in the application.
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Figure 2. Algorithm Scores Compared to Performance

3.1

Sources of Uncertainty and Error
The results of the range test were needed to assess the validity of the algorithm's scores at a qualitative level. A
quantitative relationship between score and reliability is not required. Because of this, during range testing, certain
issues were not controlled, and should be noted. These issues include:

4

1.

Environmental interference existed as a nearby 802.11b wireless network operated near the same frequency
range. However, the channel-scanning algorithm implemented with WirelessUSB largely compensated for this
possible interference source.

2.

Channel selection was not constant. The protocol continuously searched for the quietest channel in which to
operate. Therefore, every PN code was tested on the quietest channel available at the time. The channel
selection algorithm in use was the one distributed with the WirelessUSB Development Kit.

3.

Device and protocol latency can affect the retry count. Latency affects all PN codes, almost randomly; as a
result, it was left uncontrolled and unmonitored.

Summary
The results of the range testing suggest that the algorithm was successful in choosing PN codes that are preferred
over others for use in a DSSS system.
Since the PN codes chosen by Cypress ranked with good scores, they were not absolutely the best found. This leads
to hypothetical conclusions regarding the source of the 58 gold codes. The gold codes are not the absolute highest
ranking with the auto-correlation factor so sacrificing auto-correlation factor quality must have happened in order to
gain on other factors such as the cross correlation. This means Cypress may have sacrificed the best codes in order
to obtain extremely unique codes. Whichever way they were generated, the codes sold by Cypress do provide an
excellent foundation for a DSSS system and should be used if resources and time are limited.
If fewer PN codes are needed in an application, the algorithm affirmatively demonstrates that better codes, in terms of
auto correlation, than provided by Cypress can be found if the algorithm is given enough time or improved.

5

Recommendations
Based on the level of knowledge needed to understand the application of PN codes, it is assumed the reader is
comfortable enough to write a simple program to generate new codes. A few simple loops can easily generate a new
list to scan. It is advised to generate new PN codes using software (rather than building test hardware).
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PN codes included with the development kit make a good starting point to generate more codes if needed. Many
methods of mutation are easily possible. For instance, swapping the most significant nibble with the least significant
nibble in two random bytes between 1 and 8, could work to generate more codes to start from.
Modifying the gold codes provided based on the auto-correlation assessing algorithm score in excess could sacrifice
quality in terms of other factors not assessed by the algorithm. Caution should be used, if doing so.
Since the algorithm does not test every deciding factor of a PN code, the ranking is only an assessment of the phase
overlap factor it tests. The results of this algorithm should be used along with other considerations and potentially
other algorithms, which are application dependent.
The ranking algorithm score can manage to rank PN codes relative to each other. Some similar method should be
used if any spread spectrum technology user is choosing brand new PN codes. To use the algorithm to find the
optimal PN codes is interesting, however, unnecessary to run completely since a difference in a score of less than
250 is barely noticeable in the resulting system. Therefore, any user randomly choosing 1-byte values along with
common sense of not picking obvious repeating patterns is most likely a good seed for an adequate code with a
modest score.
Please see the attached utility, readme.txt, and PNCodes.txt.
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